Action Response

*Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Action Title: 2018-01961 - (U) FOIA Appeals - NRO CBJBs (multiple appeals)

From: SEC-Tracker
To: COMM-IMSO-FOIA-Tracker
FYI:
Response: Final: Concur

Response Details:
Date    Response
05/24/2018 Martha Coutney, D/OS&CI concurs with the continued denial-in-full determinations for: F-2016-00130, F-2017-00088 & F-2017-00172. Response approved by Martha Countney, D/OS&CI.

Documents:
Status: Response has been accepted

Comments:
Date    Comment    Submitted By
05/24/2018 12:17 Accepted

Approved for Release: 2018/07/13 C05111813

5/24/2018